RUL Prediction for Improved Operational Capability

Our goal for this year was to develop models to predict remaining useful life (RUL) and ingest run-to-failure data for turbofan engines. Predicting RUL improves operation capabilities by reducing downtime of equipment and mitigating catastrophic failures. In order to develop a robust enterprise solution to ingest sensor data, transform it, and feed it into neural networks for RUL prediction we considered the NASA CMASS Jet Engine Simulated Data. The high-level architecture of our solution is shown in the diagram below.

Enterprise Solution

Pipeline Overview
The enterprise solution is comprised of a data pipeline capable of ingesting data, processing it through ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) methods, storing it in a secure and accessible data lake, and finally cleaning or transforming the data to best support future analysis. Each step has been independently developed and optimized to ensure that the pipeline is robust. While brief testing of the entire system was undertaken the analysis detailed in the RUL section was given priority and the full assembly of this pipeline left to future work.

ETL (Extract Transform Load)
ETL consisted of refining and loading raw data into a more usable, organized format. Specifically, a focus was placed on first structuring the raw data into labeled, CSVs, and then “cleaning” the data into files free of null values or gaps. Transformation was also explored through applying physics equations (isentropic flow, combustion) to identify anomalies in the data compared to theoretical turbofan engine function. This combated both noise and incorrect values.

Database
After the ETL process the data was in a format easily uploaded to our MongoDB database. This database was hosted on the Geddes cluster by deploying a NoSQL database. This database was hosted on the Geddes cluster by deploying a NoSQL database. This database was hosted on the Geddes cluster by deploying a NoSQL database.

Regression Curves
Using PCA (Principal Component Analysis), we found that all failures occurred in a specific range of sensor values. From this, we made a regression analysis of sensor data. Given the range of “dangerous” sensor values, we placed an arbitrary threshold where 32% of units had failed. From there, we curve fitted the data to predict future sensor values from portions of the data, pictured to the left.

Clustering
Using DBSCAN for unsupervised anomaly detection we developed sensor specific CDFs for the probability of failure which allowed for a RUL prediction.

CNNs
CNNs were employed here to analyze chunks of the data at a time, reducing them too classifiable embeddings. While a classification approach garnered some results, the regression approach was unsuccessful. This was a combination of poor pre-processing of the data from time series to images and inadequate model architecture.
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Tools/Libraries
The primary tool used were Python through Anaconda environments. The libraries utilized were Pandas, TensorFlow, Matplotlib, and Numpy. The database was constructed using MongoDB and Docker while the UI was built using React, Flask, and Netlify hosting.

Enterprise Solution Future Work
To compose a unified solution the team plans to restructure individual processes into a singular data pipeline capable of preforming all the steps from ingestion to RUL prediction autonomously. This will include hosting it on the Data Mine’s resources to fully automate the ETL process and working with the website to display visualizations throughout the process.

RUL Prediction Future Work
To enhance RUL prediction, the successful LSTM and classifier models will be expanded through continued hyperparameter turning and architectural improvements through research and testing. Moreover, a Physics Integrated Neural Network (PINN) will be developed to simulate ideal engine behavior, determine more detailed degradation functions.

User Interface
Website
Our website is a medium to concentrate our work into a palatable format that is accessible to a nontechnical customer. The site is open to the public so anyone who wishes to view it may. Our UI architecture is designed to accept new data from the user, securely connect the user to the pipeline, and use processed data to display data visualizations. We also have encryption implemented and did some research into user authentication, leaving the selection and implementation of it for future work. The UI can display our work on finding remaining useful life in cohesive graphs that will help our stakeholders make better judgments about scheduling maintenance, optimize mission efficiency, and help avoid downtime.
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